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ABSTRACT
Head-mounted eye trackers can be used for mobile interaction as
well as gaze estimation purposes. This paper presents a method
that enables the user to interact with any planar digital display in
a 3D environment using a head-mounted eye tracker. An
effective method for identifying the screens in the field of view
of the user is also presented which can be applied in a general
scenario in which multiple users can interact with multiple
screens. A particular application of using this technique is
implemented in a home environment with two big screens and a
mobile phone. In this application a user was able to interact with
these screens using a wireless head-mounted eye tracker.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Input devices and strategies,
Interaction styles, Evaluation/Methodology; H.5.3 [Group and
Organization Interfaces]: Collaborative computing.

General Terms

Human Factors

Keywords

Head-mounted eye tracker, Screen interaction, Gaze-based
interaction, Domotics

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a robust method to use head-mounted eye
trackers for interaction with different screens in a 3D
environment. Through this paper it is shown that gaze
interaction can be generalized for usage in 3D environments
where multiple screens and users can interact simultaneously
thus allowing users to move around freely in a 3D environment
while using gaze for interaction.
Eyes are meant for 3D navigation tasks, yet most gaze-aware
applications are focused on 2D screen-based interaction. With
the increasing number of displays (TVs, computer monitors,
mobile devices and projectors) used ubiquitously in our 3D daily
lives, and with the current developments in small high quality
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cameras that transmit data wirelessly it seems obvious that gazebased interaction holds potential for more than tools aimed for
limited user groups (e.g. disabled) and there is a long range of
novel gaze-based applications waiting to be investigated with
improved principles for gaze-based interaction in 3D
environments.
Gaze interaction is mostly done with a single user sitting in front
of a screen using a remote eye tracker. An attractive property of
remote eye tracking is that it is quite accurate and allows for
non-invasive interaction. Remote eye trackers are restricted by
only allowing interaction with a single screen. Besides it only
has a limited field of view. Multiple screen interaction can be
obtained with multiple remote eye trackers but may induce high
costs and it will despite the multiple eye tracker and novel
synchronization schemes still not facilitate the user with a
complete freedom to move. A high degree of flexibility can be
obtained with remote eye trackers, where the eye tracker is
mounted on the user and thus allows gaze to be estimated when
e.g. walking and driving. Even though head mounted eye
trackers have reported higher accuracies than remote eye
trackers [11], head mounted eye trackers only give gaze
estimates on the scene image and not on the object used for
interaction e.g. the screen. Using head mounted eye trackers for
screen-based interaction is also complicated by the fact that the
screen may be viewed from multiple viewpoints. Head mounted
eye trackers can be used with multiple screens without
synchronization of eye trackers but requires some method for
knowing which screen is in the field of view. Head mounted eye
tracking may potentially allow multiple users share the same
screen without additional requirements on the eye tracker.
This paper addresses the particular problem of using head
mounted eye trackers for interaction with planar objects (such as
screens and visual projections on planar surfaces). While the
general problem of recognizing objects in images is challenging
this paper presents a novel and effective method to determine
which particular screen the user is looking at without heavy
computational demands yet without cluttering the interaction
space with tags attached to the objects. The proposed method
also supports multiple users interacting with the screens
simultaneously.
Section 2 describes previous work and section 3 gives a brief
introduction to head mounted eye trackers. Section 4 describes
the method for detecting and recognizing screens in the scene
image and transferring gaze estimates from the scene image to
the object space. Section 5 presents a particular application of
using the generalized technique for a home environment and
section 6 concludes the paper.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

A wide variety of eye tracking applications exist. These can
broadly be categorized into diagnostic and interactive
applications [8]. Interactive applications were initiated in the
early 1980’s [2] and further developed by [21]. A large body of
novel applications has been proposed to use gaze information
for improved interaction with screen-based applications.
Gaze interaction with screens is mostly done through remote eye
trackers and significant attention has been given to applications
that assist disabled people [13].
Eye interaction has also been used to control objects in the 3D
environment, like turning lamps on and off via the monitor [5,
3], which is a rather indirect way of interacting with 3D objects.
Head mounted eye trackers have been intended for
environmental control. Gale [10, 20] proposes to use headmounted eye trackers as a device for monitoring the attended
objects in a 3D environmental control application. However, this
work did not actually use the head mounted eye trackers for
direct interaction with user interface and objects, and they relied
on alternate sources to do the interaction e.g. remote eye
trackers.
Some other applications include attentive user interfaces [14]
(e.g., gaze contingent displays [7] and EyePliances [19]).
Although remote eye trackers can be use for interaction with
attentive user interfaces on public screens [1] or large screens,
there are still the lack of mobility and multiple user interaction,
and head mounted eye trackers may be better suited for this
purpose. Eddy (2004) suggests using the head-mounted eye
trackers together with a head-tracking device for monitoring the
user’s gaze when viewing large public displays [9], however
head-mounted eye tracker was not used for gaze interaction.
Object identification can be done thorough visual markers and
can either be visible [17] or invisible. Visible markers include
QR-Codes, Microsoft color tag, and ArToolKit [15] and
invisible tags can be obtained by using polarization [16] or
infrared markers [18]. While being simplifying detection, the
visual markers are limited by the need to place the markers on
the objects.

3. HEAD MOUNTED EYE TRACKER

There are generally two types of video-based eye trackers:
remote gaze trackers and head-mounted eye trackers [6]. Head
mounted eye trackers (HMET) have at least one camera for
capturing eye movements and another for capturing scene
images (Figure 1-a). The cameras are mounted on the head to
allow the user to move freely. This is in contrast to remote eye
trackers that have only one camera located away from the user
for capturing the eye image. Remote eye trackers estimate the
point of regard on the screen while head-mounted eye trackers
estimate the user’s point of regard in the scene image (displayed
in figure 1-b with a cross-hair).
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Figure 1.(a) HMET system and (b) scene image with a red
cross-hair to indicate point of regard.

The head mounted eye tracker used in this paper is shown in
figure 1 and was made by the authors. The eye tracker transmits
image data to a server wirelessly for further processing.

4. FRAMEWORK

The general framework addressed in this paper contains several
screens (clients), a server and one or more eye trackers. An
example of a potential multi screen scenario is shown in figure
2. The user is wearing the HMET holding a mobile phone
(screen) in the hand. There are two other screens in the
background that could also be used for interaction.
Communication between system components (eye trackers,
screens/clients and servers) builds upon TCP/IP. The purpose of
the server is to facilitate communication between the eye tracker
and the screens. Images from the eye tracker are sent wirelessly
for further processing on a remote PC. The remote PC locates
the screen, estimate gaze on the screen and subsequently sends
the information to the server.

Figure 2. An example of a potential multi screen scenario
with a user wearing a HMET, and able to interact with a TV
screen (on the wall), a computer screen (on the table) and a
mobile phone.
The following sections describe the screen detection method
(section 4.1) and how the gaze coordinates from the scene image
is transformed to screen coordinates (section 4.2).

4.1 Screen detection

The scene image is the prime resource for obtaining information
about the surroundings in head mounted eye trackers unless
other position devices are available. The eye tracker should
potentially be able to detect and discern multiple screens. There
is a multitude of image-based methods that could be used to
detect a screen in the scene image. The ideal method is able to
detect the screen in different light conditions and when the
screen is turned on or off and should simultaneously be
sufficiently fast to allow for real-time processing.
Another challenge is to be able to discern screens with identical
appearance and when these are viewed from different angles.
Fixed visual markers could be placed on the screen to allow for
easy identification e.g. a QR-Code around the screen. The visual
tag is only needed for identification of the screen and is not
needed during interaction. Hence, fixed visual tags are needless
most of the time and could be disturbing for the user while they
also clutter the scene. Besides, fixed visual tags are not suitable
for use when employing a large number of screens since
someone needs to be placing the tags where most appropriate.
Potential screen candidates are detected using quadrilateral
contour information (illustrated in figure 3). Whenever a
quadrilateral, Q, appears in the scene image the eye tracker

notifies the server to show identification tags. For initialization,
the server issues a command to all the screens to show their
identification tag (similar to a QRCode) for short period of time.
The tag is shown until the eye tracker has identified the tag in
the scene image. The tag possesses information about screen
identity and may contain other screen and application dependent
information. The screen is tracked over time after identification,
but the identification procedure is reinitiated when other screens
appear in the scene image. During re-initialization the server
only issues commands to the currently inactive screens.
This approach allows a low degree of maintenance and offers an
efficient way of identifying screens. Notice that this approach is
sufficiently general and scalable to situations with multiple eye
trackers and multiple screens located in individual networks
(e.g. located over large distances). Several users may even share
the same screen.
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Figure 3. (a) Scene image with a screen (b) edge image and
the detected screen

4.2 Mapping point of regard (PoR) to object
space

The eye tracker provides only gaze estimates in the scene image,
but what is needed is to be able to determine where on the
screen the user is looking. This means that a mapping from the
image coordinates, s, to the screen coordinates, m, are needed.
In this paper we assume the objects used for interaction (the
screens) are planar. Under these circumstance there is a
homographic mapping, Hsm from the screen in the scene image,
to the screen coordinates [12]. Hsm needs to be calculated in each
frame since the position of the screen is not fixed in the scene
image. The homography from the screen corners Si to Mi (figure
4) is estimated in each time instance. Information about the
screen dimensions are obtained from the visual tag during screen
identification. The gaze point in the scene image is then mapped
to the screen coordinates through 𝐦 = Hsm ∙ 𝐬. Figure 4 shows
the mapping of the PoR (center of the red cross-hair) from the
scene image to the screen plane and the real coordinates of the
PoR in the screen by a black cross-hair (left image).

Figure 4. Mapping from the scene plane (right) to the real
screen plane (left)
Eye trackers do not have pixel precision. Each gaze
measurement in the scene image is therefore associated with an
error. A convenient property of this approach is that the assumed
precision and point of regard can be mapped to the screen image

by mapping the uncertainty ellipse from the scene image to the
screen image [12]. Figure 5 illustrates this process.

Figure 5. (left) The point of regard (cross hair) and the
estimated uncertainty (ellipse) in the screen. (Right) The
screen as viewed from the scene camera, the estimated point
of regard (cross hair) and the assumed eye tracker precision.

5. EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION

The experimental setup is intended for a home environment
where the users are be able to communicate and interact with
screens and control objects (e.g, fan, door, window and radio)
via the screens.
Three screens are located in a house, each with a TCP/IP
connection to the server. Two screens (S1 and S2) are 55” LG
flat panel TVs. The third screen, S3, is a 4” Sony Ericsson
Xperia X10 screen. Three different markers are used for
identifying the screens. The applications are running on the
screens, only allow single-user inputs and the experiments are
therefore conducted with single user at the time. Each screen
application is made to illustrate different applications of head
mounted eye tracking for domotics [4] scenarios, namely
controlling devices, the computer and small mobile devices.

Figure 6. the user is interacting with S1
S1 is running an application which allows 20 devices to be
turned on or off in the home environment. The user can control
the devices by double blinking while gazing on the on-screen
buttons. Each button spans a 17x24 cm rectangle on the screen
and the user can see the status of each object by the changing of
the color (figure 6). S2 is connected to a computer via RS232
port to allow the computer to communication with the
functionalities of the TV. The user can change the channels up
and down by double blinking on the left hand side corners and
similarly for the volume (right hand side corners). Each of the
corners regions is (20x20cm) on the screen. S3 is mobile phone
screen and a java application is running on it that has 4 on
screen-buttons and wirelessly connects to the server. Each
button can be used to control a subset of the objects of S1
through double blinking. The eye tracker is feature-based using
homographic mappings from the eye image to the scene image,
thus requiring a 4point calibration procedure. The eye tracker
runs at 15 fps on 640x480 images with an accuracy of about 1
degree of visual angle for the calibration distance. Screen

detection is done using quadrilaterals in the scene image based
on the contour-based features.
Head mounted eye trackers are usually prone to errors when
objects in the scene image are on different depths than
calibration distance (due to the parallax of the scene camera and
eye). When the calibration was performed at 1.5 meters, the eye
tracker had an accuracy about 1.5° in the scene image when the
user was at 4 meters from the screen, and about 3° when the user
was at 40 cm. The inaccuracy of the eye tracker consequently
propagates to the screen and is therefore dependent on the
distance and angle between the user and screen (figure 5).
However the accuracy on the screens was sufficient for
interaction with mobile device and large screens (5 x 4 grid on
the screen).

6. CONCLUSION

The background for this work was how interaction with multiple
screens can be done with a head mounted eye tracker, We have
presented a general framework that allows screens to be detected
efficiently and identified without cluttering the scene or disturb
the user significantly. The method is easily extendible to
multiple locations, with many screens and is still easy to
maintain. The low-cost head-mounted eye tracker that does not
support parallax error, limits the difference between working
plane and the calibration plane, however using the accurate
systems calculate the point of regard accurately as the screen is
viewed from close or far distances.
A significant limitation of our system, however, is that the
current method for screen detection and mapping of the gaze
point cannot be used when the screen is not completely inside
the scene image (e.g. viewing the big screens from close
distance). However with more advanced techniques this would
be possible.
The method has been tested on 3 different applications intended
for domotics using a low cost wireless head-mounted eye
tracker. The users were able to interact with a TV and a
computer screen located in different places in the home
environment and with a mobile phone.
Through this work we have demonstrated that head mounted eye
trackers can be used for interaction with the screens in 3D
spaces.
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